ABSTRACT Uncertainty evaluation plays an important role in ensuring that a designed system can indeed achieve its desired performance. There are three standard methods to evaluate the propagation of uncertainty: 1) analytic linear approximation; 2) Monte Carlo (MC) simulation; and 3) analytical methods using mathematical representation of the probability density function (pdf). The analytic linear approximation method is inaccurate for highly nonlinear systems, which limits its application. The MC simulation approach is the most widely used technique, as it is accurate, versatile, and applicable to highly nonlinear systems. However, it does not define the uncertainty of the output in terms of those of its inputs. Therefore, designers who use this method need to resimulate their systems repeatedly for different combinations of input parameters. The most accurate solution can be attained using the analytical method based on pdf. However, it is unfortunately too complex to employ. This paper introduces the use of an analytical standard uncertainty evaluation (ASUE) toolbox that automatically performs the analytical method for multivariate polynomial systems. The backbone of the toolbox is a proposed ASUE framework. This framework enables the analytical process to be automated by replacing the complex mathematical steps in the analytical method with a Mellin transform lookup table and a set of algebraic operations. The ASUE toolbox was specifically designed for engineers and designers and is, therefore, simple to use. It provides the exact solution obtainable using the MC simulation, but with an additional output uncertainty expression as a function of its input parameters. This paper goes on to show how this expression can be used to prevent overdesign and/or suboptimal design solutions. The ASUE framework and toolbox substantially extend current analytical techniques to a much wider range of applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Uncertainty evaluation is an important step in qualifying a new designed system to ensure its desired performance and to determine its suitable range of operation or tolerance [1] . By employing uncertainty evaluation techniques, designers can deduce the uncertainty of an output y from the uncertainties of the measureable inputs x i . The operating region and tolerance level of inputs x i are typically among the design parameters. The Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) [2] is the most widely applicable approach for evaluating the measurement uncertainty [3] . It recommends three main methods to evaluate the uncertainty propagation: a) Analytic linear approximation [2] ; b) Monte Carlo (MC) Simulation [4] ; c) The use of mathematical representation of the Probability Density Function (PDF). The first method is relatively simple. It works well for linear or mildly non-linear systems. However, when a system is highly non-linear, the method may result in inaccurate uncertainty evaluation. Poor uncertainty evaluation leads to problems such as under-design, over-design, or wrong tolerance estimation [1] . MC simulation is valid for uncertainty evaluation for much wider variety of systems including highly nonlinear ones. It is generally accurate and very versatile. However, unlike methods based on analytical solutions, the MC approach does not explicitly describe the uncertainty of the output in terms of those of its inputs. It simply shows the output uncertainty evaluations based on the input parameters after the simulations. Without a model, designers will need to re-simulate their system repeatedly for different combinations of input parameters until the desired output characteristics are obtained. This inevitably leads to a higher computational time/cost [5] . Such a process is akin to an iterative trial-and-error approach for design. While it can be effective for a small systems having a limited number of inputs, this approach is lengthy and complex for a larger systems with a high number of inputs.
The third method is based on the analytical derivations using PDF. Various sources such as [6] - [10] have acknowledged the benefits of obtaining expression of the output uncertainty in terms of the input uncertainties from this approach. However, it is mathematically complex to obtain the probability density function of the output. Generally speaking, most engineers and designers would not be interested in spending time deriving mathematical definitions for each possible model for their system. Therefore, while this approach is the most accurate, it remains as a relatively unpopular one among the three above-mentioned techniques. Unfortunately (to the best of our knowledge), there has been no any significant work reported on extending the analytical approach to uncertainty evaluation in general terms. This is perhaps because the majority of the reported cases are severely restrictive in a type of the propagation equation and kind of distributions that can be used. Examples of cases that can be handled analytically are linear sum of normal or uniform distributions, logarithmic transform of monotonous PDF [11] , and sum of square of normally distributed variables [4] . Approximate analytical treatment has also been reported for trapezoidal distributions [11] , [12] .
In summary, MC simulations are widely used especially for complex and highly non-linear systems. The analytic linear approximation method is inaccurate for such systems while the analytical method based on PDF is too complex to employ. For applications that simply require some knowledge on the uncertainty of the output, MC simulation is sufficient. However, for design purposes, to get an expression that links the output uncertainty to the input parameters would be extremely important for practitioners.
This paper introduces an Analytical Standard Uncertainty Evaluation (ASUE) toolbox that automatically implements the analytical method for any arbitrary polynomial and with input variables that follow an arbitrary distribution. The ASUE toolbox is specifically designed for engineers and designers and is therefore simple to use. It expresses the standard uncertainty of the output for a given a set of input parameters in the form of a mathematical model/equation. The mathematical model allows designers and engineers to see how the uncertainty of their system changes with respect to the input parameters, thus shortening the design cycle and assuring the quality of the design.
The backbone of the toolbox is the proposed ASUE framework. It is presented in detail in Section II. This framework replaces the complex mathematical operations by employing a lookup table and a set of algebraic operations, thus allowing the process to be automated. Section III of the paper presents a comparison between the existing and proposed technique based on several case studies. The paper concludes in Section IV with discussions on the future expansion of the toolbox.
II. ASUE FRAMEWORK AND THE TOOLBOX A. OVERVIEW OF THE ANALYTICAL APPROACH
Practitioners normally have a full knowledge on the relationship between output y and input variables of their system in the form of y = g(x i ), where x i is a set of independent random input variables. Probability density functions of the input variables are also known a priori (e.g. from manufacturer's data sheets). The standard uncertainty of the output quantity y can be calculated using analytical approach as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The standard uncertainty is defined as a square-root of the second-order central moment of a given measurement [2] . According to this definition, only the first and second (raw) moments of y are used to evaluate the standard uncertainty. The first and second moments of x i can be obtained using the definition
The main difficulty in the analytical method is deriving the PDF of the output variable y given the input variables. The key to extract analytical solution for uncertainty propagation is to use Mellin Transform [6] . Unfortunately this transform is not widely known among metrologists and engineers. Section II-A-1 will address the shortcoming by showing that the general form of the output PDF after Mellin transformation is
, whereby f y (x) can be expressed as an instance of the Fox's H function [14] . Once f y (x) is obtained, it can be used to find the high order moments of y and subsequently to evaluate the standard uncertainty of the output y.
The biggest stumbling block with the analytical approach shown in Fig. 1 is the complex mathematical operations required to evaluate the H function in f y (x). Section II-B presents the proposed ASUE framework and the relevant toolbox that automatically calculates the system uncertainty. The framework is presented in Section II-C. It takes advantage of the constraints imposed by the uncertainty evaluation problem in order to simplify the H function derivation. A mathematical proof that such a simplification is possible is presented in Section II-C. This simplification is used in conjunction with a specially derived Mellin transform lookup table to replace the complex mathematical derivations typically required by the analytical approach. This allows complete automation of the evaluation thus leading to the development of the ASUE toolbox.
1) USING MELLIN TRANSFORM FOR OBTAINING THE GENERAL FORM PDF FOR OUTPUT VARIABLE
In the following discussion f x (·) represents the PDF of a random input variable x i . The distribution of output y can be deduced from (1), where M [·] and M −1 [·] are the Mellin transform and its inverse respectively as defined by (2) and (3) [6] .
In general, the function F i (s) is holomorphic in the interval a < Re(s) < b. The variable c in (3) is a fixed number between a and b that forms the integral path within the interval [6] . It has no effect over the results provided that the Bromwich integral conditions [15] are satisfied.
Expression (1) is also known as Multiplicative Convolution of Distributions because its effect is similar to performing Fourier Transform on a linear convolution [16] . There is a severe limitation in applying (1) in practice because the original Mellin transform is only applicable for positive random variables. This problem was resolved in [11] , which introduced techniques to transform random variables in any location on the real-line, thus extending the applicability of the Mellin transform to any probability distribution. That important result underpins the reported herewith work. For this reason the summary of the findings from [10] is presented below.
Any PDF function can be divided into two parts such that f (
while H (·) represents the Heaviside function [16] . Mellin transforms of these parts are shown in (4) and (5) .
(s) are known (since PDFs of inputs x i are known), research [11] proves that Mellin transform of y, F y (s) can be calculated from (6) .
By expanding the finite product of sums, the finite sum of products can be obtained. The product terms can be collected into two groups: those with a positive parity, and those with a negative parity. Positive parity terms are produced by the product of even numbers of F + x i (s) and even number of F − x i (s). Those terms that do not satisfy the condition of positive parity are classed as having the negative parity. By applying inverse Mellin transform on the positive and negative parity sums respectively, f + (y) and f − (y) are obtained. Finally, the PDF of y is obtained by stitching together f + (y) and f − (y).
In order to keep this section succinct, the discussion only for f + (y) is presented since the procedure is equally valid for f − (y). All the transformed PDFs listed in [6] (which covers most textbook distributions) can be expressed as product and quotient of gamma functions in the form of (7), where C, η, and λ are the appropriate constants to be determined.
A remarkable property of (7) is that it is closed under multiplication and division [14] . This is important because after taking the product of two Mellin transformed PDFs as shown in (1), the result will still has the form of (7) . In other words, taking the product of any combination of distributions will not change the functional form of the final result. Another important observation is that (7) coincides exactly with Mellin transform of Fox H function.
In other words, f + (y) can be expressed through the H function as shown in (8) .
Expression (9) shows a more succinct notation for
Hence PDF of y can be expressed as an instance of Fox H function as given below in (10) .
The integral representation of H function in (8) can be greatly simplified by using the Cauchy Residue Theorem in most situations depending on the values of the parameters. However, application of the theorem can be very complex. As a result the evaluation of H function should be performed using software with symbolic mathematic capability such as Mathematica, Maple or MATLAB [17] - [19] which could be quite a time-consuming task. Addressing this problem, Section II-C presents the proposed ASUE framework for evaluating the measurement uncertainty that omits the need of explicitly assessing PDF of y.
B. ASUE TOOLBOX
This section presents a simple and user friendly toolbox that now can be freely accessed from the IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement Society Technical Committee on Fault Tolerance Measurement Systems webpage at: http://tc32.ieee-ims.org/content/analyticstandard-uncertainty-evaluation-toolbox. The toolbox was designed to calculate the uncertainty propagation using the proposed ASUE framework. It uses symbolic mathematical software called Mathematica [19] to enable rapid and reliable calculation of the standard uncertainty. Fig. 2 shows the screenshot of the toolbox user interface. All the buttons in the toolbox are labelled in Fig. 2 to aid the explanation of their respective functionality in Table 1 .
The toolbox simplifies the process of calculating the output variable standard uncertainty through 3 simple steps. Users start by selecting a number of inputs to their system using the ADD ROW button. They can adjust the statistical properties of every input by right clicking on it (see Fig. 3 ). After all the inputs have been added, the system model is added into the textbox in Step 2. The output uncertainty is automatically obtained by clicking on Button 4 or 5 labelled in Fig. 2 . where both the inputs are normally distributed within their respective ranges of s1 and s2 with the means equal to m1 and m2. The square of uncertainty u 2 [y] is evaluated as µ 4
which can be simplified as 4µ 2
. Upon calculation, the result output from the toolbox can be copied into a file (using copy-paste function) for the future reference. In addition, the ASUE toolbox is also capable of evaluating the third and fourth order moments of a system by clicking on Button 6 or 7. These higher order moments can then be used to determine the skewness and kurtosis of y in the process of evaluating the output expanded uncertainty (not discussed in this paper). In summary, by using just 3 simple steps, the ASUE toolbox can evaluate the standard uncertainty of any multivariate polynomial system with independent inputs. The automatic evaluation is made possible because of the proposed ASUE framework that simplifies the complex mathematical steps shown in Fig. 1 . It is also vital to mention that just knowledge of PDF of input quantities is required to evaluate the standard uncertainty of any output quantity provided that the input-output relationship in the system is known. The toolbox is a representation of the proposed automated ASUE framework where practitioners may build their own toolboxes by using any software with symbolic mathematic capability backboned by the framework (Section II-C).
C. ASUE FRAMEWORK
Section A showed the general form of the output PDF f y (x). It is a very complex task to unfold the Fox H function in f y (x). Therefore, a mathematical proof is presented in Section II-C-2 showing that such a complex procedure is not really necessary for the standard uncertainty evaluation. Instead, it is only needed to find various m-th moments of the distribution. Another proof (Section II-C-3) shows that for any arbitrary multivariate polynomial, the standard uncertainty can be further simplified by finding expectation E[
This is a very important finding as it enables to pre-derive the Mellin transform for known standard distribution functions such as those shown in [2] and [4] . These functions are derived and presented as Mellin transform lookup table shown in Table 2 . This lookup table is then incorporated into the proposed ASUE framework (Fig. 5) to automate the uncertainty evaluation process. Further discussion on this lookup table is presented in Section II-C-1 including how it can be used to evaluate higher order moments of x.
Here is how the framework is used: -The user enters output functions y of their systems in terms of inputs x i expressed in a polynomial form; -The framework then automatically evaluates y 2 ; -The framework obtains every E[x m i ] term using the Mellin transform lookup table from Table 2 ; (that was previously used in Section B) to evaluate the standard uncertainty expression. ASUE framework automatically expands the uncertainty expression u 2 
. This process is done on every higher order moments of x i to obtain the final standard uncertainty expression u 2 
1) MELLIN TRANSFORM LOOKUP TABLE
The results of the transform for the commonly used distributions are summarized in Table 2 whereby v is used to indicate a random variable with a standard tabulated distribution shown in [20] . It is different from a general random variable x, which may not necessarily have a closed Mellin transform expression. Column 1 (and Column 3) of Table 2 defines the positive-half of the probability distribution f + (v), VOLUME 3, 2015 TABLE 2. Mellin transform of commonly used probability distributions. * indicates that a distribution is a special case of the distribution listed above it. Note that σ, β, β 1 , β 2 > 0 and -∞ < ν < ∞, (a) n = a (a − 1) · · · (a − n + 1) is Pochhammer notation [22] and a!! denotes the double factorial.
where β and σ represent the shape and scale parameters respectively. Only one-sided (positive) transforms are listed in Table 2 . This tabulation enables flexible evaluation of uncertainty whereby one-sided, two-sided symmetrical or two-sided asymmetrical distributions can make use of Table 2 in different combinations.
The subsequent columns of Table 2 support the evaluation of standard uncertainly of multivariate polynomials, whereby Table 2 are compiled in paper [20] using the sources [6] , [9] , [10] , [21] .
2) REPLACING UNFOLDING FOX H FUNCTION IN f y (x) BY MELLIN TRANSFORM LOOKUP TABLE
Expression (11) shows the important identity to compute the r-th moments of x (providing its PDF can be represented by Fox H function). It can be seen that the form of (11) and that of Mellin transform (7) are almost identical.
This similarity is not a coincidence since the definition of the Mellin transform in (2) is almost identical to the definition of moments except for the range of integration. Therefore, the expression (11) implies that when Mellin transform has the form of (7), the r-th moment of f + y (ν) can be determined by substituting s = r + 1 into (7).
This translates to an important conclusion: the standard uncertainty can be calculated directly just by looking up the corresponding expression from the Mellin transform table and substituting the appropriate value for the variable s. This procedure completely bypasses the difficult task of evaluating PDF of y. In other words, no inverse transform (3) is ever necessary for the standard uncertainty evaluation.
3) STANDARD UNCERTAINTY OF MULTIVARIATE POLYNOMIALS
To further simplify the overall computation, this section shows that the known results for multivariate monomial can be applied to evaluate the standard uncertainty of multivariate polynomials. The standard uncertainty of a multivariate monomial shown in (12) can be inferred easily from the definition and multiplicative convolution of independent variables.
The case of a polynomial is more tedious, but it follows the same line of reasoning. A multivariate polynomial can be expressed as P = (13) . This can be further simplified to (14) by exploiting linearity of the expectation operator and multiplicative convolution of independent variables.
As long as E x m j j and E x n j j are evaluated, u[P] can be determined from (14) through the purely algebraic operations. The simplification can be performed quickly with the help of symbolic mathematics software.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
ASUE toolbox (Section II-A) is backboned by the proposed ASUE framework (Section II-B) which enables the automatic analytical evaluation of the standard uncertainty for multivariate polynomial systems. This section presents four experiments to illustrate the use and effectiveness of the ASUE toolbox (see Table 3 ). Here the ASUE framework is compared against the MC simulation approach as well as the standard GUM framework. Note that for the MC simulation, 10 million independent instances of random realizations are used. In the following discussion, u G [·] denotes the standard uncertainty that is calculated according to the standard GUM framework while u A [·] denotes the standard uncertainty calculated using the ASUE toolbox and framework. 
A. EXPERIMENT 1-VALIDATING ASUE ACCURACY: MAGNETIC FORCE MICROSCOPE
This experiment is extracted from [23] whereby the calibration of a magnetic force microscopy is described. The magnetic force microscopy measures the change in a cantilever oscillating frequency with response to different magnetic force induced by magnetic properties of the nanoparticles under investigation. Expression (15) is the measurement function whereby f is the frequency shift, M -the saturation magnetization, d -the diameter of nanoparticles, VOLUME 3, 2015 and c is a tip calibration factor adjusted for different heights of the tips from the sample.
The calibrated values of the inputs from [23] are used in this experiment. The expected value and range of each variable is given in [23] with no distribution specified. Hence the distributions that fit the given ones are assumed and listed in Table 4 . Here, c is calibrated at 50nm lift height following [23] . Since µ d has been fixed, the shape parameter of the gamma distribution is calculated from
The standard uncertainty is first calculated according to the GUM framework as shown in (16) .
Using ASUE toolbox, the standard uncertainty for multivariate polynomials is obtained as (17) .
The comparison between u A [ f ] and u G [ f ] with the corresponding sampling curve is shown in Fig. 6 .
It is clear from the results in Fig. 6(b) that the existing GUM method consistently and significantly under-estimates the uncertainty of the measured frequency shift. MC simulation accurately provides the output uncertainty given a set of input combinations. However, it does not provide the expression and therefore only exists as points in the Fig. 6(b) graph. ASUE framework corresponds exactly with the points from the MC simulation. In addition it provides the full expression that links the input to the output uncertainty thus allowing plotting the red curve shown in Fig. 6(b) . This clearly shows that the proposed ASUE framework is able to capture the nonlinearity in the uncertainty propagation of this system. This experimental result shows that the analytical method in the GUM framework lacks the necessary accuracy for the uncertainty evaluation of the highly nonlinear systems. The proposed ASUE framework and corresponding toolbox provide the needed accuracy. In short, ASUE framework and toolbox extend the applicability of the analytical method to a much wider range of problems. In addition to that, a careful analysis of (17) could provide an insight into the interplay and contribution of different inputs towards the final uncertainty of the system. This cannot be done any easily if only numerical values from Monte Carlo simulation are available. It will be shown in the next experiment how such an insight can be employed in technical design.
B. EXPERIMENT 2-PREVENTING UNDER-DESIGN WHILE ALLOWING FLEXIBLE MANIPULATION OF SYSTEM INPUTS: CIRCULAR SENSOR
The previous experiment may give an impression that the proposed framework is limited to just polynomial models. This experiment shows that the framework is also very useful when the model is of a more general nonlinear function type. The measurand y is the intensity of a circular sensor [24] . It is calculated from a measurement of power that is recorded with a logarithmic response. The source [24] ignores constants of proportionality and use the simple measurement function (18) .
Variable x 1 is the ideal output of the sensor and x 2 is the diameter of the sensor. Paper [24] does not specify the unit for both inputs (x 1 and x 2 ) and therefore in this experiment no units are used for the inputs as well as the output (y). Suppose x 1 is assigned the normal distribution with mean 1.04 and standard deviation 0.15. The other input (x 2 ) is assigned the uniform distribution with a lower limit at 0.57 and upper limit at 0.61. This translates to mean 0.59 and range 0.02. The input characteristics are summarized in Table 5 below. According to GUM framework, the uncertainty expression for y is given as (19) .
In order to apply ASUE framework, the exponential term e x 1 can be approximated uniformly using Chebyshev polynomial [25] in the range of interest. The approximation algorithm will ensure that the approximation uncertainty is distributed uniformly and evenly across the full range of interest. ASUE framework can then be applied without introducing further uncertainty once the optimal polynomial approximation is identified. Stone-Weierstrass theorem [26] guarantees that this approximation procedure is valid on any continuous function. The equation (20) is substituted with polynomial approximation of e x 1 with uniform modelling uncertainty of 0.068%.
The standard uncertainty obtained from the ASUE toolbox is given as in (21) .
The comparison between u A [ f ] and u G [ f ] is presented in Fig. 7(b) corresponding to the test points presented in Fig. 7(a) .
The experiment using the GUM framework yields the standard uncertainty across different test points as shown in the dashed green curve in Fig. 7(b) . The results obtained using ASUE framework (solid red curve) agree with the points obtained using MC simulation, thus supporting its accuracy. Fig. 7(b) shows that GUM framework reports a higher standard uncertainty compared to ASUE framework and MC simulation. Therefore, if the sensor undergoes conformity tests using GUM framework to check for the output power uncertainty, it can be concluded that the sensor is overdesigned in comparison to results from ASUE framework and MC simulation.
From the results in Fig. 7(b) , the designer would require input parameters with looser tolerance levels to obtain the standard uncertainty reported by the GUM framework. ASUE framework has an added advantage over MC simulation: the produced uncertainty expression is based on the input tolerance levels. This allows designers to tighten or loosen the input variable tolerance levels such that the designed system would meet the target design specifications. Table 6 shows two possible solutions for the system under discussion that were obtained using ASUE toolbox. It can be seen that either tolerance level of x 1 or that of x 2 can VOLUME 3, 2015 be loosened to obtain the standard uncertainty reported by using GUM framework. Note that these are just two of multiple solutions obtained and it is also possible to loosen the tolerance levels of both x 1 and x 2 .
C. EXPERIMENT 3-PREVENTING SUBOPTIMAL SOLUTIONS IN DESIGN OPTIMISATION USING ASUE FRAMEWORK: PNEUMATIC GAUGE
Paper [27] introduced a steady state empirical mechanistic modeling of a back-pressure pneumatic gauge where the steady state flow model of gauge flow restrictors were formulated mathematically as a second degree polynomial model. In that model, the flow restrictor discharge coefficient was modeled through (22) .
In (22), x 1 is the coded (normalised) variable of the cross sectional area of the nozzle-work-piece sensor, and x 2 is the coded variable of the absolute pressure. By using ASUE toolbox, the analytic uncertainty expression shown in (23) is obtained. The uncertainty expression obtained through GUM framework is shown in (24) . Table 7 summarizes the assumptions made for the characteristics of both x 1 and x 2 . Note that x 2 has a Student's t distribution with a specific Degree of Freedom (DoF). Parameter u 2 [ε] in (23) and (24) is the model error. In this case it is assumed to be 0 for the sake of simplicity. Therefore, by substituting the desired values into the expressions (23) and (24) , the corresponding total uncertainty can be obtained. Another major advantage of using analytical solutions in determining uncertainty is that they are remarkably helpful during selection of materials or parts (e.g., sensors). Generally, the cost of any device increases as the uncertainty gets smaller. Facilitated by the analytical solution obtained from ASUE toolbox for this experiment, performance-cost optimization can be performed easily. Assuming that the specification stipulates that the standard uncertainty has to be maintained below 2%, the cost C of the pneumatic gauge is kept below USD50, and the cost can be modeled by σ x 1 and σ x 2 as given in (25) . This is then a straightforward mathematical programming problem, which is graphically represented in Fig. 8 . Fig . 8 shows the allowable region for σ x 1 and σ x 2 using both ASUE and GUM framework. The feasible design region is a narrow strip that satisfies both cost and technical specification constraints. Typically, designers go for solutions in the upper edge of the strip in Fig. 8 as this would imply the minimal cost. It is obvious that some solutions that are not possible under ASUE framework may be allowed by the GUM framework. This can be interpreted as that the use of GUM framework to evaluate standard uncertainty may not provide the optimum design solutions. As orders of system models get higher, the tendency of obtaining the optimum solution gets lower, i.e., the drawback in GUM framework becomes more apparent in the higher order models. Availability of the analytical expression in this given problem also enables the use of professionally design mathematical programming algorithms without the need of the graphical representation (e.g., MATLAB optimization toolbox [28] ). The use of such algorithms can further increase quality of design solutions, especially for complex systems that involve larger numbers of design parameters. It provides statistical solutions that replace the use of a graphical representation (which is hard to do for a high number of variables).
D. EXPERIMENT 4-ASUE ACCURACY AND PRECISION IN MICRO AND NANOSCALE APPLICATIONS: MASS LOADING PILLAR
This experiment discusses design of Micro Electro Mechanical System (MEMS) Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) resonators [29] . Based on the design, the square prism shaped high aspect ratio pillar is attached like a cantilever in the MEMS sensor as shown in [29] .
Expression (26) shows the model through which the resonance frequency f of a clamp-free uniform beam can be estimated, where β is an empirical constant depending on the mode of resonance, E is the elastic modulus of the pillar, and m is the mass per unit length of the pillar in (26) . Aiming for uniformity of the material use, these quantities can be assumed to be constant. The quantities that vary due to process variation in fabrication steps are the cross section moment of inertia I and the height of the high aspect ratio pillar h.
Expression (26) can be further simplified to (27) by using la the parameter values defined in [29] (β = 0.56 (one of the modes), m = 7.69 × 10 −13 kgm −1 and E = 128 × 10 9 Pa), thus giving:
A typical operating point of µ I = 340nm 4 and µ h = 170nm has been chosen from [29] . In micro and nanoscale fabrication, large relative uncertainty is very common, and therefore I and h are assumed to be uniformly distributed within the ranges of 50nm 4 ≤ σ I ≤ 200nm 4 and 20nm ≤ σ h ≤ 100nm. Expression (28) shows mathematical description for the uncertainty obtained using GUM framework whereas (29) is the one obtained from ASUE toolbox.
A simple expression for the exact standard uncertainty is not available here due to the nonlinearity of the equation. A set of 20 points on σ I -σ h space ( Fig. 9(a) ) has been chosen to plot out the uncertainty of the resonance frequency as shown in Fig. 9(b) . Fig. 9(b) shows the results obtained by using GUM and ASUE frameworks that are benchmarked against the outcomes of MC simulation. Significant deviation can be observed at most of the operation points between the uncertainty evaluation provided by GUM framework and ASUE toolbox. As it was already discovered in the previous experiments, MC simulation shows that ASUE framework provides a more accurate expression for the standard uncertainty of the resonance frequency f . In addition, this result also shows that the proposed approach is capable of capturing the propagation of uncertainties through nonlinearities while producing reasonable compact expressions at the end.
By using ASUE toolbox, the standard uncertainty of a system model can be quickly obtained as the process is automated while being based on the proposed ASUE framework. Besides providing accuracy of results (which is vital to the micro and nanoscale fabrication), the expression offers the flexibility of direct substitution of parameters, ease of algebraic simplification and manipulation. It can be stated therefore that the advantages of both MC simulation and GUM framework are combined in the proposed ASUE framework.
E. EXPERIMENT 5-APPLYING ASUE FRAMEWORK ON A NON-POLYNOMIAL MODEL WITH STRONG NONLINEARITY: ISHIGAMI FUNCTION
This experiment was carried out to illustrate the application of the ASUE framework on trigonometric functions, which are highly nonlinear. Expression (30) is known as the Ishigami function [30] . It is used in sources [31] - [34] as a test case for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis mainly because the function exhibits strong nonlinearity and non-monotonicity. Following paper [30] , variables X 1 , X 2 and X 3 are assigned values with the uniform distribution between −π and π. Ishigami function shows significant deviation in the standard uncertainty obtained using GUM framework when benchmarked against results obtained using 10 million instances of MC simulation. Fig. 10(a) illustrates the standard uncertainty result obtained using GUM framework against MC technique. This result is not surprising given the local linear approximation procedures of GUM. Note that the standard uncertainty results in Fig. 10(a) are plotted against uncertainty of X 1 , X 2 and X 3 varying from 0 to π.
Similar to Experiment 2, in order to apply ASUE framework, Ishigami function can be approximated uniformly using Chebyshev polynomial in the range of interest. Therefore, both sin(X 1 ) and sin(X 2 ) functions 
The ASUE framework is then applied to obtain the standard uncertainty with the results shown in Fig. 10(a) .
The red solid line in Fig. 10(a) demonstrates the capability and accuracy of ASUE framework in capturing the propagation of uncertainty through the Ishigami function while providing an analytical solution. It can be seen that the obtained result is consistent with that obtained using MC simulation. Fig. 10(b) however shows the percentage contribution of modelling uncertainty to overall uncertainty of Y . The blue dashed line in Fig. 10(b) shows that the modelling uncertainty can indeed be very low if the degree of approximated polynomial is increased. The modelling uncertainty and the degree of polynomial in Chebyshev approximation procedure are user-defined. In other words, the user has a tool to perform a systematic trade-off analysis between the modelling uncertainty and model complexity before deciding the best model for the problem at hand. One final, but very important note on this example is that despite the very high modelling uncertainty for most X , GUM offers a simple and good model at extremely low uncertainty range. This is the direct consequences of Taylor's approximation [35] which GUM is derived from. By extending experiments to the left side area in Fig. 10(b) , it would be possible to determine the range of uncertainty where GUM framework would offer better results. This type of analysis offers a better justification compared to assuming the adequacy of linear approximation when one is applying GUM framework on nonlinear models.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Uncertainty evaluation plays an important role in ensuring that any designed system can indeed achieve its required performance. Existing uncertainty evaluation techniques do not offer analytical uncertainty evaluation methods for highly nonlinear systems. As a result, the current practice is to use Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to obtain the uncertainty of a given system. However unlike the analytical solution, MC approach does not offer an explicit link between uncertainties of input and output quantities. It simply produces the output uncertainty as a result of the simulation based on the given input parameters. This paper proposes the new Analytical Standard Uncertainty Evaluation (ASUE) toolbox that automatically performs analytical uncertainty evaluation for any discretionary polynomial system description with input variables that follow arbitrary distributions. This toolbox has become possible because of important mathematical simplifications used by the proposed ASUE framework. The experimental results show that the toolbox provides the same exact solutions as the MC simulation, but it does it much easier and faster as well as offering an additional output uncertainty expression as a function of the system under investigation's input parameters. This expression can be used to prevent under-design and/or suboptimal solutions.
ASUE framework and toolbox substantially extend the current analytical techniques to a much wider range of applications. ASUE framework bypasses the complex calculations while the corresponding toolbox allows engineers and designers to automatically obtain the analytical standard uncertainty of their system.
The future work will include automating the uncertainty evaluation of codependent input variables thus further extending the framework and toolbox applicability.
